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Abstract:

Detecting associations of SNPs with traits like complex diseases can provide valuable insights. However,
due to the epistases - complex interactions between SNPs - SNP combinations need to be evaluated for their
association with a trait. As the number of possible SNP combinations grows rapidly with increase of the
number of SNPs, great computational challenges have to be tackled. In this paper, we propose FPepi, epistasis
detection tool based on flower pollination algorithm with multiple objectives. Two variants of the algorithm are
proposed, one using Gini score and K2 score as objectives, while the second variant uses K2 score and mutual
information score. The flower pollination algorithm selects a small subset of potential SNP combinations, that
are then evaluated by G-test. The proposed tool shown better results in detection power when compared with
other similar tools.

1

INTRODUCTION

Genome-wide association study (GWAS) identified
many single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with a disease (Easton et al., 2007; Hindorff et al., 2009). However, epistatic interactions
can cause cases where only a specific combination
of SNPs is associated with a disease, therefore SNP
combinations need to be taken into account. This is
a more complex problem as the number of combinations grows rapidly. More precisely,
the quantity

of combinations is given by nk , where n is the total number of SNPs, and k is the number of SNPs
in one SNP combination. Even with high computational power, it is not viable to test each possible SNP
combination for association with a phenotype. Also,
false positive rate must be as low as possible, which is
problematic, due to the fact, that usually only a very
small subset from all possible SNP combinations is
truly associated with a disease.
In this paper, we introduce FPepi, which uses
flower pollination algorithm (Yang, 2012) to efficiently search solution space - all possible k-way SNP
combinations - to find a candidate set, i.e. a set of potential SNP combinations, that will be then evaluated
for significance of association with a phenotype.
In our paper the following terminology and notation is used. GWAS datasets are case-control datasets
represented as a m × (n + 1) matrix M, where m is

the number of samples in a dataset, and n is the number of SNPs. The matrix value M[i, j] then represents
the genotype value of i-th sample at j-th SNP, where
0 ≤ i < m and 0 ≤ j < n. Possible genotype values are
major homozygous allele, heterozygous allele, and
minor homozygous allele, that are usually encoded as
0, 1, and 2, respectively. The last column of M represents the existence of association of ith sample with a
phenotype, i.e. case or control.
The number of interacting SNPs is denoted as k,
and agents in nature inspired algorithms will represent
such k-way SNP combinations.

1.1 Related Work
The basic approach for solving this problem of detecting SNP combinations associated with a phenotype is the exhaustive search approach. When using
this approach, all possible k-way SNP combinations
are evaluated for association with a phenotype using
statistical tests of association, such as χ2 test, G-test
or Fisher’s Exact test.
The number of possible k-way SNP combinations
for n SNPs is nk , therefore it is not viable to test
all possible SNP combinations. However, BOolean
Operation based Screening and Testing (BOOST) focuses on improving exhaustive search approach by using likelihood ratio to filter only a subset of SNP combinations, that will be evaluated (Wan et al., 2010).
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The Bayesian Epistasis Association Mapping tool
(BEAM) uses Bayesian partition model and Markov
chain Monte Carlo sampling strategy to compute the
posterior probability that SNP is associated with a
phenotype (Zhang and Liu, 2007).
Another interesting approach is used in the tool
called Fast method for Detecting High-order Epistasis
based on an Interaction Weight (FDHE-IW), which at
first selects the best SNPs based on symmetrical uncertainty score. Then, forward selection is used to
produce final SNP combinations based on interaction
weight (Tuo, 2018). Best SNP combinations are evaluated by G-test.

1.2

Nature Inspired Algorithms

Other tools use heuristic search based on nature
inspired algorithms optimizing various objectives.
Among such first tools was AntEpiSeeker, based on
ant-colony optimization algorithm (ACO) and χ2 test
score as the objective function (Wang et al., 2010).
More recent tool based on ACO is MACOED, which
uses two objective functions: Bayesian based K2
score, and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) score,
used in logistic regression (Jing and Shen, 2014). As
two objective functions are being optimized, MACOED uses Pareto optimal optimization technique.
Then, best solutions found are evaluated by χ2 test.
There are many other tools based on ACO, such as
FAACOSE using AIC score and explain score (Yuan
et al., 2017), or epiACO, that uses newly defined objective called Svalue, defined as the ratio of mutual
information and K2 score (Sun et al., 2017). Another tool based on ACO, which is worth mentioning is ACO-Tabu which combines ACO with the Tabu
search (Sapin et al., 2015).
Other nature inspired algorithms are also used in
tools for the epistasis detection, for example, bat algorithm (BA), harmony search algorithm (HS) and particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO). BA is used
in epiBAT (Sitarčı́k and Lucká, 2019), while HS is
used in FHSA-SED (Tuo et al., 2016) and NHSADHSC (Tuo et al., 2017). As objectives, epiBAT
and FHSA-SED use K2 score and Gini score, while
NHSA-DHSC uses also a third objective - joint entropy. PSO is used in IOBPLSO (Shang et al., 2015),
which uses mutual information score.
Nature inspired algorithms dedicated to epistasis
detection are reviewed in (Tuo et al., 2019). Comparison of epistasis detection tools of all approaches is
presented in (Niel et al., 2015).

2

FLOWER POLLINATION
ALGORITHM

Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) is a nature inspired algorithm drawing inspiration from the pollination process of flowers, where pollen grains are being moved from one flower to another (Yang, 2012).
The pollination process can be biotic, i.e. when pollinators such as birds move pollen grains; or it can be
abiotic, when pollen grains are moved without requiring pollinators, for example by wind or rain.
Successful applications of FPA are concisely presented in (Abdel-Basset and Shawky, 2019), while
FPA applications for engineering problems are reviewed in (Kayabekir et al., 2018).
In FPA, flowers represent potential solutions in the
searching space. Population of agents is represented
by flowers that are pollinated in iteration t, and such
i-th pollinated flower will be denoted as xti .
In FPA, biotic pollination represents global
search, and abiotic pollination represents local search.
Flowers can switch their type of pollination, whereas
the the type of pollination which will be used in that
iteration for each flower is controlled by the switch
probability parameter.
In biotic pollination - global search - pollinators
move the pollen of the best flower denoted as g∗ to
the other flowers. If the flower xti is determined by
the switch probability parameter to use biotic pollination, then pollinated flower in the next iteration xt+1
i
is calculated as follows:
xt+1
= xti + L(g∗ − xti ),
i

(1)

where L is a step based vector drawn from the Lévy
flight distribution, as pollinators are usually birds. To
draw a vector L from the Lévy flight distribution, we
use Mantegna’s algorithm (Mantegna, 1994):
L=

u
1

,

(2)

|v| β
where β is a user-defined parameter from the interval
[1, 2], and u, v are drawn from the normal distribution
N as follows:
u ∼ N (0, σ2u ), v ∼ N (0, σ2v ),

(3)

where σ2u , σ2v are given by the following relationship:
(
σu =

Γ(1 + β) sin πβ
2
 (1+β)  β−1
Γ 2 β2 2

)1

β

, σv = 1,

(4)

where Γ represents the gamma function, and β is userdefined parameter, such as 1 < β < 2, usually set to 32 .
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xti

In the local search, pollen is moved from a flower
to a new flower xt+1
as follows:
i
xt+1
i

= xti

+ κ(xtj − xtk ),

(5)

where κ is a random number drawn from the uniform
distribution on the interval [0, 1], and xtj , xto are j-th
and o-th solutions, such as j 6= o 6= i.
However, newly computed flower xt+1
can be
i
worse than the previous flower xti . Therefore, based
on the objective function, new flowers are compared
with the previous ones, and previous flowers are replaced by the new ones only if they are better.

2.1

Dynamic Switch Probability

The switch probability parameter controls whether
global or local search will happen. This parameter is
important, as the high probability is good for the exploration of solution space, while the low probability
is good for the exploitation. However, the probability should be dynamic, as global search should occur
more frequently at start, and then its occurrence frequency should decrease as the local search frequency
increases. This is called dynamic switch probability (Salgotra and Singh, 2017). Then, the switch probability at iteration t is given as:
switch probt = init prob − 0.1 ∗ (

T −t
),
T

(6)

where T is the total number of iterations, t is the current iteration, and init prob is the initial probability,
which is a user-defined parameter.

2.2

Bee Pollinator

Recently, the flower pollination algorithm enhanced
with the bee pollinator (BPFPA) was proposed, showing higher level of stability and faster convergence
speed (Wang et al., 2016). BPFPA uses three additional optimization strategies to improve FPA performance: discard pollen operator, elite based mutation
operator, and crossover operator.
The discard pollen operator is inspired by artificial
bee colony algorithm (Karaboga and Basturk, 2007),
where it is used to discard solutions that are stuck in
local optima. Usually, if a solution is not improved for
a specified number of iterations denoted as limit, that
solution is discarded and replaced by a new solution.
To generate the new solution, BPFPA uses simplex
method, which usually generates better solutions than
just random regeneration of a solution (Wang et al.,
2016).
The elite based mutation operator modifies the local search process by incorporating the best solution
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g∗ of population (Wang et al., 2016):
xt+1
= xti + κ(g∗ − xti ) + λ(xtj − xtk ),
i

(7)

where κ and λ are random numbers drawn from
the uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1]. This
operator increases convergence speed, however it
can decrease population diversity. To prevent this,
BFFPA uses the crossover operator, which, based on
crossover rate, replaces random part of solution with
random part of another random solution:
(
xti,a
γ < Cr ,
xt+1
(8)
i,a =
xtj,a
γ ≥ Cr , i 6= j,
where xti,a represents a-th variable of i-th solution (i.e.
a-th SNP of i-th SNP combination) at iteration t. Cr is
the crossover rate, which is a user-defined parameter,
and γ is a random number drawn from the uniform
distribution on the interval [0, 1].

3

DESCRIPTION OF THE FPEPI
ALGORITHM

The FPepi tool similarly as other bio-inspired tools,
such as MACOED or NHSA-DHSC, runs in two
stages. In the first stage, the solution space which consists of all possible SNP combinations is explored to
find a subset of potential SNP combinations, called
the candidate set (CS). In the second stage, called
evaluation stage, SNP combinations from CS are evaluated by the significance statistical test.
The first stage of FPepi algorithm is based on
FPA with modifications (discard pollen operator, elite
based mutation operator, crossover operator) presented in BPFPA (Wang et al., 2016), and with the
dynamic switch probability. In Fpepi, FPA is coupled with taboo table to prevent getting stuck at local optima. To evaluate SNP combinations from the
candidate set, FPepi tool uses G-test with Bonferronicorrected significance level threshold.
In FPepi, flowers represent possible k-way SNP
combinations, and flowers that are pollinated represent a population in a iteration. Each pollinated flower
is a vector x of discrete integers y1 , y2 , ..., yk , where
k represents the epistasis order, i.e. the quantity of
SNPs in one combination. Values y1 , y2 , ..., yk of vector x come from discrete range 0, ..., n − 1, where n is
the total number of SNPs, and the condition of unique
values must hold for each flower (i.e. a SNP combination of two same SNPs is not valid). When this
condition is not fulfilled, a pollen is moved to another
flower randomly in one dimension and random direction by one. FPepi currently works for k = 2.
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As flowers in the general FPA are not in a discrete
solution space but in continuous, in FPepi, they are
thus transformed to discrete values by rounding to the
nearest integer. In the case of a pollinated flower that
is not in the solution space, it is replaced by a new
randomly generated pollinated flower.
The pseudocode of FPepi algorithm is summarized as follows:
Randomly initialize population of m flowers
Let f () be the objective to be minimized
Find the best flower gt∗ based on f ()
while termination condition is not reached do
Calculate switch probt via Equation 6
for i = 1 to m do
if rand > switch prob then
xt+1
← do global search via Equation 1
i
t
if f (xt+1
i ) < f (xi ) then
accept xt+1
as new solution
i
else
if ci < limit then
increase the counter ci
else
update xti by the simplex method
end if
end if
else
xt+1
← do local search via Equation 7
i
t+1
xi ← do crossover via Equation 8
t
if f (xt+1
i ) < f (xi ) then
t+1
accept xi as new solution
end if
end if
end for
Find the best flower gt∗ based on f ()
end while

3.1

Objectives

In FPepi, we experimented with three objective functions: Gini score, K2 score and mutual information.
As some solutions can be very good in one objective,
but be bad in other objectives, we optimize these objective functions in separate populations. Gini score
and K2 score were already found to be complementary (Tuo et al., 2017). Mutual information also
shown good results (Shang et al., 2015). As using three different populations would be too much,
we implemented two variants of FPepi denoted as
FPepi mi and FPepi gini, the former using K2 score
and mutual information as objectives, while the latter
using K2 score and Gini score.
Objectives are computed as follows. At first, the
frequency distribution of two variables I and J is calculated, where I denotes genotype combinations of k

SNPs, and J denotes either case or control (i.e. associated with a phenotype or not). Each SNP has
three possible genotype values (homozygous recessive, heterozygous dominant, and homozygous dominant). Therefore, for k-way SNP combination, I = 3k
genotype values exist, and the contingency table has
I ∗J cells, where the cell in i-th row and in j-th column
represents the quantity of samples having i-th genotype combination and phenotype j.
Then, from the contingency table, the K2 score is
computed by the following equation:
I

K2 score = ∏(
i=1

J
(J − 1)!
ni j !)
(ni + J + 1)! ∏
j=1

(9)

However, due to the very large values that factorials can produce, the logarithmic version of K2 score
is used (Jing and Shen, 2014):
I

J ni, j +1

ni +1

K2 score = ∑ ( ∑ log(b) − ∑
i=1 b=1

∑

log(d)) (10)

j=1 d=1

The Gini score is defined as follows:
I

J

Gini score = ∑ pi (1 − ∑ p2i j ),
i=1

(11)

j=1

where pi is the probability of i-th genotype combination occuring, and pi j represents the probability of
i-th genotype combination and phenotype j occuring
n
together, which can be calculated as pi j = niij , where
ni j is the number of samples with i-th genotype combination and phenotype j as well, and ni is just the
number of all samples with i-th genotype combination.
The third objective we experimented with is mutual information score (MI) based on information entropy. MI score is computed as follows:
I

J

MI = ∑ ∑ pi j log
i=1 j=1

pi j
,
pi p j

(12)

where p j is the probability of j-th phenotype value.

3.2 Taboo Table
In FPepi, FPA is combined with the concept of taboo
table as follows: If the best solution g∗ representing
SNP combination consisting of SNPs yg1 , yg2 , ...ygk ,
has not improved for the specified number of iterations, the so-called tabu phase is triggered, which
consists of two steps, solution discarding and solution
storing step.
In the solution discarding step, all SNP combinations sharing at least one SNP with g∗ are discarded.
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g∗ is also discarded but also added to the taboo table. Taboo table serves as the table of SNPs, that can
not be visited again in future iterations. Finally, discarded solutions are then replaced with new solutions,
that are randomly initialised.
The solution storing step of tabu phase consists
of checking if solutions that were discarded in the
previous step, should be stored in the set of potential SNP combinations. Storing a solution depends on
its score. A solution xi is stored if ζ ∗ f (xi ) > f (g∗ )
holds, where ζ is a user-defined parameter such as
ζ > 1, in our experiments we used ζ = 1.001. This allows solutions that are just slightly worse than the best
solution, to stay in the set of potential SNP combinations and thus be later possibly evaluated for association with phenotype by statistical significance test.
The flower pollination algorithm of FPepi is also
modified by this concept of taboo table. When iteration ends, all SNP combinations are checked if they
had not moved to a taboo position, i.e. if they do
not share a SNP with SNP combinations that are in
taboo table. In that case, these SNP combinations
are replaced with new solutions that are randomly initialized. As FPepi uses two separate populations, the
taboo table is also separate for each population.
The usage of taboo table helps to find SNP combinations consisting of SNPs that have weak marginal
effects, because SNPs with strong marginal effects
will be added to taboo table, thus forcing the FPA to
explore other SNP combinations.

3.3

Candidate Set

The result of the flower pollination algorithm is the
set of potential SNP combinations, denoted here as
W . Apart from solutions that were added to W during
the solution storing step of taboo phase, W stores also
best solutions of each iteration. Then, the Pareto optimal approach is used to find the set of non-dominated
solutions Wp , similarly as in MACOED (Jing and
Shen, 2014). The solution is dominated, if there exists a solution that have better or same score in both
objectives.
Sometimes, the set Wp of non-dominated solutions
can contain only a few solutions, as some solutions
can have very good scores in both objectives, thus
dominating all other solutions. Therefore, z best solutions of each population are also added into Wp until
the total size of the set will be exactly Z, where Z is a
user parameter defining the desired size of this set.
Solutions of the set Wp are then used to be combined mutually to create new SNP combinations.
Thus, the new set Wq is created. This is realized because a specific SNP combination of SNPs does not
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have to be found directly, however, these SNPs can
be found separately in other SNP combinations. This
handles situations, where there are SNP combinations
containing SNP a but not SNP b, have very good score
in one objective, and SNP combinations containing
SNP b, but not SNP a, have very good score in the
second objective.
Then, the Pareto optimal approach is used again to
find the set of non-dominated solutions in the set Wq to
obtain the final set CS, which represents the candidate
set.

3.4 Candidate Set Evaluation
Each SNP combination of the set CS is evaluated by
the G-test (McDonald, 2014), which is recent statistical significance test similar to χ2 test. Other alternatives are Fisher test used in FAACOSE (Yuan et al.,
2017), or χ2 test used in MACOED (Jing and Shen,
2014). The G-test statistic is computed using a contingency table as follows:
I

J

G = 2 ∑ ∑ ni j ln(
i=1 j=1

ni j
),
Ei j

(13)

where ni j is a cell of contingency table containing
the quantity of samples with j-th phenotype and ith genotype combination in used dataset, whereas the
Ei j represents the expected frequency.
From the G-test statistic, p-value is calculated
based on the number of degrees of freedom, and if
the p-value is lower than the significance level threshold α, that SNP combination is reported as associated
with a phenotype. However, because of the multiple
comparisons problem, α needs to be adjusted to reduce the number of false positives. Similarly as in
other tools, we obtain more stricter significance level
threshold αbon f by using Bonferroni correction as follows: αbon f = αn .
(k )
G-test and other statistical tests are reported to not
be accurate for very low sample sizes, usually lower
than 5 (McDonald, 2014). Therefore, various tools
in this field modify this evaluation stage. In FDHEIW, the number of degrees of freedom is decreased
by one from the maximum number for each genotype
combination that have the expected frequency lower
than some user defined parameter, usually set to 5. In
MACOED, the number of degrees of freedom is fixed
to 8 (which is the maximum number of degrees of
freedom for 2-way SNP combinations). In the FPepi
tool, a whole column of the contingency table is not
taken into account when calculating G-test, if cells of
the column contain less samples than a in total, where
a is user defined parameter with default value set to 5.
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Some SNPs can have such strong marginal effects, that even a combination of such SNPs with
other SNPs can pass the G-test. Thus, in the FPepi
tool, we use the filtering technique for the SNP combinations that passed the significance threshold αbon f
similarly as in AntEpiSeeker (Wang et al., 2010). The
filtering technique filters out such SNP combination
S, whose p-value is not smaller than the p-value of all
other SNP combinations, that share at least one SNP
with SNP combination S. This technique reduces the
number of outputted SNP combinations, as only combinations of unique SNPs with lowest p-value are presented as final results.

4

EXPERIMENTS

We compare the FPepi tool with MACOED (Jing
and Shen, 2014), epiBAT (Sitarčı́k and Lucká, 2019),
BEAM (Zhang and Liu, 2007), BOOST (Wan et al.,
2010), AntEpiSeeker (Wang et al., 2010). Our tool is
available at https://github.com/xsitarcik/fpepi.
For the evaluation we use simulated disease models with marginal effects (DME). We experimented
with both variants of the FPepi tool. The first variant
denoted as FPepi gini uses Gini score and K2 score
as objective functions, while the second variant denoted as FPepi mi uses mutual information score and
K2 score as objective functions. In both variants the
population is divided into two halves, where each half
optimizes one objective function separately with separate taboo table.

4.1

Data

The data were taken from MACOED paper (Jing and
Shen, 2014). Three simulated DMEs have been used
in MACOED, here denoted as DME1, DME2 and
DME3, whereas for each model four different penetrance tables were simulated with varying minor allele
frequency (MAF) values (0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5), denoted
here as DME11 , ..., DME14 , DME21 , ..., DME24 ,
DME31 , ..., DME34 .
For each penetrance table, MACOED simulated
100 datasets, each with 1600 samples, where 800
were cases, and 800 were controls. In each dataset,
there were 100SNPs, and k was fixed to 2. Only one
2-way SNP combination was truly associated with
phenotype (Jing and Shen, 2014).
Each penetrance table was evaluated separately by
averaging results across all datasets of that penetrance
table. As nature inspired algorithms are prone to randomness, FPepi tool was run multiple times per each
dataset. To be precise, we run it 5 times, the same as

in MACOED (Jing and Shen, 2014). Thus, the FPepi
tool was used for each penetrance table 5*100 times.

4.2 Performance Assessment
For performance assessment of epistasis detection
tools, detection power D is commonly used, which
is described as follows:
Dcorrect
S=
,
(14)
Dall
where Dcorrect represents the quantity of times when
the outputted SNP combination was correct for that
penetrance table, and Dall denotes the total number
of times, when the tool was used for that penetrance
table (Dall = 500 in our case as mentioned above).
We measured S twice, at first, before potential solutions are evaluated by the statistical test, and then secondly after the evaluation. We denote the results of
the first stage as FPepi mi CS and FPepi gini CS for
FPepi mi and FPepi gini variants, respectively. MACOED also outputs the detection power of the first
stage, which here we denote it as MACOED CS.
By approaching this task as classification problem, we can also use common metrics as precision
(P), recall (R) and F-measure (F), to assess the performance of FPepi tool and compare it with other tools.
By using the same terminology as in classification problems, we denote true positives (TP) as the
number of cases when the tool outputted the correct
SNP combination, false positives (FP) as quantity of
outputted SNP combinations that were not correct,
and false negatives (FN) as quantity of times, when
the tool did not output the correct SNP combination.
Then, metrics precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure
(F), are defined as follows:
TP
,
T P + FN
TP
P=
,
T P + FP
1
.
F=
2P + 2R

R=

(15)

4.3 Parameters
The FPepi tool uses many parameters that can be set
and optimized. We ran experiments with the following settings: the initial switch probability paramater
was set to 0.8, the β parameter of Lévy flight was set
to 1.5. The population size was set to 25 in both populations, and the number of iterations was set to 50.
The parameter limit denoting the number of iterations when a solution is not being improved and after
which the solution will be discarded, was set to 5. The
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Figure 1: Detection power comparison of potential SNP combinations found before the evaluation stage.
Table 1: Recall, precision and F-measure on the first DME
model.
Method
R∗
FPepi gini
0.05
FPepi mi
0.05
epiBAT
0.05
DME1 1
MACOED
0.03
AntEpiSeeker 0.01
BEAM
0.03
BOOST
0.06
FPepi gini
0.06
FPepi mi
0.06
epiBAT
0.05
DME1 2
MACOED
0.06
AntEpiSeeker
0
BEAM
0
BOOST
0.06
FPepi gini
0.19
FPepi mi
0.2
epiBAT
0.17
DME1 3
MACOED
0.26
AntEpiSeeker 0.16
BEAM
0
BOOST
0.01
FPepi gini
0.21
FPepi mi
0.18
epiBAT
0.22
DME1 4
MACOED
0.34
AntEpiSeeker 0.26
BEAM
0
BOOST
0.01
∗ The best result is shown in bold.
Model

P∗
0.41
0.37
0.45
0.43
0.25
0.19
0.1
0.4
0.35
0.45
0.86
0
0
0.11
0.58
0.57
0.43
0.74
0.7
0
0.01
0.43
0.39
0.35
0.45
0.67
0
0.02

F∗
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.06
0.02
0.05
0.07
0.1
0.1
0.09
0.11
0
0
0.08
0.29
0.3
0.25
0.39
0.26
0
0.01
0.28
0.25
0.27
0.39
0.37
0
0.01

parameter Q denoting the number of iterations that the
best solution has not been improved, was also set to 5.
Parameters for optimizations of FPA by BPFPA, such
as simplex method parameters and the crossover rate
parameter, were set as recommended in the original
paper (Wang et al., 2016). The significance threshold
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α was set to 0.1 as in MACOED and epiBAT experiments.

4.4 Results
Results of BEAM, MACOED, AntEpiSeeker, and
BOOST were taken from MACOED paper (Jing and
Shen, 2014), while the results of epiBAT were taken
from epiBAT paper (Sitarčı́k and Lucká, 2019). The
used data were the same, and parameters of FPepi,
such as total population size and the maximum number of iterations were set the same as in MACOED
and epiBAT, thus allowing fair comparison.
The Figure 1 shows comparison of the detection
power of MACOED, epiBAT, and FPepi variants before the evaluation stage, in our case, the detection
power is calculated for the candidate set CS as described in the paper.
When the genetic heritability was low, for example as in DME1 1, Gini score was found to achieve
best results, as it was shown before (Tuo et al., 2016).
Here, both FPepi gini and epiBAT, which use Gini
score, achieved considerably higher detection power
than MACOED and FPepi mi. However, FPepi gini
had better results than epiBAT on DME3 3, but worse
results on DME1 4.
FPepi mi shown better or comparably same
results than FPepi gini on all datasets expect
DME1 1. When comparing FPepi mi with MACOED, FPepi mi had lower detection power only
on DME3 3, where the difference was very small.
FPepi mi had considerably higher detection power
than MACOED on the first four models DME1 1,
DME1 2, DME1 3, and DME1 4. Whereas epiBAT uses Gini score and FPepi mi does not, epiBAT
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Table 2: Recall, precision and F-measure on the second
DME model.
Model

Method
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME2 1
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME2 2
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME2 3
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME2 4
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
a The best result is in bold.

Ra
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.43
0.35
0.58
0.59
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.94
0.82
0.55
0.71
0.99
0.99
1
1
0.92
0.2
0.76
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.03
0.1

Pa
0.93
0.95
0.92
0.98
0.92
0.72
0.51
0.98
0.99
0.97
1
0.91
0.48
0.56
0.99
0.99
1
0.96
0.94
0.12
0.51
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.94
0.98
0.01
0.12

Table 3: Recall, precision and F-measure on the third DME
model.

Fa
0.9
0.91
0.9
0.6
0.51
0.64
0.55
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.97
0.86
0.51
0.63
0.99
0.99
1
0.98
0.93
0.15
0.61
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.99
0.02
0.11

produced better results than FPepi mi on DME1 1,
DME1 2. In comparison with all tools, FPepi mi
achieved the best results on DME1 3 and DME1 4
datasets, while having considerably lower detection
power only in the first DME1 1 dataset, and slightly
lower detection power in DME1 2 and DME3 3.
Recall, precision and F-measure, are presented in
Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3, for the DME1, DME2
and DME3 model, respectively. The interesting comparison is between FPepi and MACOED, as G-test is
used in FPepi, instead of χ2 test, which is used in MACOED. MACOED also fixes the number of degrees of
freedom to eight, i.e. as 9 genotype combinations exist for a 2-way SNP combination. FPepi on the other
hand modifies the degrees of freedom accordingly to
the quantity of samples in cells. FPepi also uses additional filtering technique that filter out SNP combinations that are worse than other SNP combination
with which they share at least one SNP. This could
potentially lower recall and precision, as the truly associated SNP combination was not reported because it
was filtered out, as there was SNP combination sharing SNP with the truly associated SNP combination
and having lower p-value.
Although FPepi mi CS and FPepi gini CS had

Model

Method
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME3 1
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME3 2
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME3 3
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
FPepi gini
FPepi mi
epiBAT
DME3 4
MACOED
AntEpiSeeker
BEAM
BOOST
a The best result is in bold.

Ra
1
1
1
1
0.97
0.92
0.1
1
1
1
1
0.98
0.86
0.86
0.96
1
0.87
1
0.88
0.13
1
0.99
1
0.98
1
0.98
0.03
0.98

Pa
1
1
1
1
0.96
0.77
0.12
1
1
1
1
0.99
0.75
0.57
0.97
1
0.99
1
0.99
0.32
0.63
0.96
0.98
0.96
0.99
0.96
0.02
0.65

Fa
1
1
1
1
0.97
0.84
0.11
1
1
1
1
0.98
0.8
0.69
0.96
1
0.92
1
0.93
0.18
0.77
0.97
0.99
0.97
1
0.97
0.03
0.78

large differences in detection power in some datasets,
for example in DME1 1 or DME1 4, after evaluation
stage, there were no large differences in recall or precision between FPepi mi and FPepi gini. Compared
to epiBAT, FPepi mi and FPepi gini shown better results in DME1 3 or DME3 3.

5

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new tool for detecting SNP
combinations associated with a phenotype called
FPepi, which uses flower pollination algorithm. As
objective functions, FPepi uses either Gini score and
K2 score in the first variant, or mutual information
score and K2 score in the second variant. Objectives
are optimized in separate populations. G-test is employed to test the final SNP combinations, that were
found by the flower pollination algorithm.
Results confirmed that Gini score performs well
on models with low heritability, where the FPepi variant using Gini score outperformed other tools. However, on other models, the FPepi variant using mutual
information score as the second objective achieved
better results than FPepi variant using Gini score, and
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also shown better or comparable results than other
tools. After evaluation stage, both variants had not
large differences in their performance, and having
better results than the other tools except MACOED,
which although used older χ2 test, shown better results for some datasets.
Further research will concern the evaluation stage,
as results after evaluation stage need to improve.
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